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About This Game

No matter if you are a mahjong master or a beginner, this game will be your best choice!
Creative design of solid 3D mahjong levels, simple game rules, suitable for everyone!

It’s transformed from the traditional matching game and brings relaxing experience to players in 3D way.
Be the master and pair all the cubes to eliminate them on over 60+ levels!

Game features:

- VR and non VR mode. It mean's everybody can play with this game! The non VR mode control is keyboard and mouse
- Classic and 3D style levels.

- Optionally you can use both controller at the same time to remove tiles.
- Rotate, move and zoom the board.

- Teleport around the board to find the best angle.
- It’s a simple puzzle game which is suitable for any age groups.

- Auto hint and shuffle function, in case if you'd get stuck ��

How to play:

Choose two identical mahjong tiles to pair and remove, which can only be done, if their left or right side is unblocked (no
neighbour).

You can use your controllers to zoom in, zoom out or rotate and move the objects. The board will automatically reshuffle if
there are no tiles to be paired.
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After you remove all mahjong tiles the level is complete.
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Title: 3D Mahjong worlds
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelBrain Studio
Publisher:
PixelBrain Studio
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® Atom X5 1.4Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 900 MB available space

Additional Notes: This is the minimum configuration for normal desktop non VR mode

English
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Super Mega Neo Pug. A modern classic.

I've been playing video games for nigh on thirty-five years now, and not once have I come across a game that even comes close
to this masterpiece.

You're a child again. It's Christmas morning, and you are unwrapping your gifts. Your eyes light up as you see the hint of a pug
through half torn wrapping paper. Your heart fills with joy.

That's the kind of magic this game can give. Sure, games like Skyrim or WoW can have you experience magic in game, through
a spellcasting class, but no other game, to my knowledge, can bring that magic into reality, as this game does.

Please, I wholeheartedly recommend this treasure. And for less than forty pence, it's a complete steal!
. Still one of the best in it's own way. Has unique but learnable physics and options to change the ball speed so it feels like you're
playing underwater.. There is one serious bug in this game. Sometimes, the game will be stuck when you kill your oppnent by
kicking. Besides, before a duel, the game sometimes also gets stuck and you are not able to click the battle button. I have to
Alt+F4. It's annoying.
Despite all this, it is a good game.. Freaking awesome! Despite the bad jokes, and whatever the hell was going on in the
background all of a sudden, this movie is actually pretty cool. Thanks to my friend who told me about this video. I watched this
on YouTube, and on Steam. I definitely recommend this to my other friends! :D

So many mindf***ed 80s graphics and effects, cool 80s chrome style text, a raptor that shoots lasors out of its eye, a copycat
and giant version of Thor who is a rip off of Marvel's Thor, and the 80s anime like cartoon animation, I love all that! I see a lot
of stuff in this video that don't make sense, but you know what I don't care, I enjoyed every moment in this video anyway! :)

Also the 80s. I love the 80s! Except I didn't exist at that time. :(. Match 3 about nothing and full of lies.. Bought the game and
can't refund.... This game is pretty fun. Even thought theres only one map, and the core gameplay is pretty simple, I've come to
have a lot of fun with it. 5/5 tbh. This could have been a good mix of Sega Rally and Shox...runs flawlessly on ultra 60 fps, 40
cars...
But in the end the game is bland and boring. It looks like FH3 offroad races, but with less detailed levels.

The gameplay? Pretty boring too, like a NFS with TCS and ABS. No grip sensation or physics whatsoever....arcade doesnt mean
having a boring handling.
Screamer 2, Burnout 3 did it right 15 years ago...

For its launch price...it's way too overpriced
Could have got better sales with a 25-30€ pricetag, which fits more.

And god this "festival/beach/electro/loud crowd/gEt rEp PoInTs BrO" cocktail makes me sick.
Seen too many of this.. Really an amazing experience and so many animals!
Would like VR support for linux too.
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Better buy the uncensored one than steam version, but steam is also okay.

Flat is Justice!
Tempero Ignis/10

-----

Seriously, the game is good - visual and music also has a very simple gameplay... but expect grinding just to complete the
gallery, items and badges. I still haven't completed it yet; watching Extras as might add a few images.. this be a good game. i like
it alot. Sydney's world is the perfect first videogame for a child. As I don't have children myself, I've watched the game played
extesnivley and can vouch for its claim of being an excellant learning to read tool. The game is best played with a parent because
some of the words (depending on the age of the player) will need to be explained to children. However, the best part of the
game is that it reinforces kids to read and be excited to learn.

. Wonderful game. I missed this out the first when it was released in 1998 even then my pc at the time wouldn't have been
powerful to run it. So 17 years later I'm playing it totaly fresh as literaly a new title. To simply sum this up It's an advanced
military shooter. What makes it special is you and your enemies can only take one or two hits before you die. The ai is much
harder when you set it to hard and they they can literaly almost see you from miles away.

This was released four years before Operation Flash point so don't expect miralces on the ai front but it is challenging. The open
nature of these large battlefields enables you to complete mission objectives in multiple ways.

I would recomend Delta Force and Delta Force 2 over the rest of the series. Land Warrior is ok and Dagger is so so. But the rest
of the series is abit meh unless you like shiney graphics over gameplay.

Yes Delta Force and Delta Force 2 do have the look of their graphics being powered by a potatoe because of the time they were
made but they have the gameplay which is better of course. The large battlefields were revolutionary at the time being a few
years before Battlefield 1942 and Operation Flash Point.

The screen resolution can easily be changed to 1024x768.

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=833601915

Full screen mode can be enabled in Win10/Win8 Using either the Boderless Gaming program, DGVodoo or using the WineD3d
wrapper. WineD3D works for me

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=821863557. Naprostá píčovina ! nekupujte to je tam jen jeden model
hráče a za druhe prostě je to cele padle na hlavu.. This DLC seems outdated and in need of an update. There's only 2 career
tasks, one is not well explained, one can't be completed on time. Cheap perhaps but didn't have any fun with it. Not
recommended.. Fun but needs more games..... its ok i guess. Very, very short and buggy hidden objects game. Really
disappointing even when sold as part of cheap bundle.

This scrapes through with 30\/100
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